Bondoufle, le 21 december 2015

Phase 1 of recovery a success and nomination of
Hugo BRUGIERE as CEO

CYBERGUN, worldwide leader of leisure shooting, is thrilled to announce the nomination of Hugo
BRUGIERE as the new CEO of the group, replacing Bernard LIATTI. This scheduled transition
symbolizes the success of the “defensive” chapter, from the RESSTARTED 2020 plan.
Bernard LIATTI declares: « When I accepted to join CYBERGUN a year ago, I knew that the challenge
to come was considerable. Beside the emergency of the debt restructuration, the group needed a
profound restructuring of the foundations themselves. It’s what I did thanks to my experience in
similar reversal situations, with unshakable implication from the team, which I salute, and the
shareholders support. Today, I serenely prepare the transition phase with a feeling of a job well done.
I am giving to my successor a company, which is back on its feet, and restructured to be able to
grow, again, where the process have been professionalized and for which the profitability threshold
was greatly decreased. Now it’s his turn to lead on with the offensive aspect of the plan. I am leaving
for new challenges, while still staying attentive to CYBERGUN’s future.”
Bernard LIATTI will receive a departure indemnity in CYBERGUN shares, attributed by RESTARTED
INVESTMENT. The following will soon be subject of a transaction declared to AMF.
CYBERGUN’s administration council, during its upcoming session on December 16th decided to name
Hugo BRUGIERE, who was until now the VP of the group, to the new position of CEO. Meaning he will
from now on have a dual functions. A graduate from IEP Paris (Political Science – Sciences Po) and
the Special Military School of Saint-Cyr, as well as an avid airsoft player, Hugo also masters the
firearms business. Hugo BRUGIERE was already overseeing the strategy of the group, such as
negotiating the commercial agreements for the development of the new 4.5mm calibers & .22
calibers, as well as the opening of the SPARTAN IMPORT MILITARY DEPARTMENT subsidiary and the
negotiation of the GLOCK license.

Hugo BRUGIERE has a deep knowledge of the CYBERGUN group, its ecosystem and marketing lever
to be put into place so that the group can move forward and increase the turnover and in turn, the
profitability.
Hugo BRUGIERE states: « First of all I would like to thank Bernard for the impressive work he has
done this year with us. While I was taking care of the financial aspect of the group, he took care of
the organization and fixed the huge loss that we had gathered from the past. Bernard is a man of
honor and a friend that will stay alongside us, for example as part of his Administrative Council. Now
it is my responsibility to take care of the offensive phrase of our plan. It’s the most ambitious task
but also the most exciting one, as well as the one that will add more value for our shareholders. »
The arrival of Hugo BRUGIERE as the CEO of the group also shows the will of the main shareholder
RESTARTED INVESTMENT, to be an active part of the CYBERGUN group. As a reminder, Hugo
BRUGIERE is from the personal funds range of Claude SOLARZ, CEO of CYBERGUN.

Claude SOLARZ concludes: « I’d like to thank Bernard LIATTI who acted with a sense of duty and
respected the decided objectives for the defensive phase of the reversal plan. He put the group back
on track and I have complete trust in Hugo to not only develop but over perform the offensive aspect
of the plan. Man of product and convictions, he already succeeded in numerous missions for my
personal fund. I have complete trust in the future and with the nomination of Hugo my will to be
more present in the reversal plan is in place. We can not make any mistakes, failure is not in my
DNA.”
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